Corner Fridge User Guide
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Welcome to life with your new Corner Fridge
Corner Fridges operate slightly differently to regular fridges, so please read this
guide to ensure you understand how it operates, and how to look after it.
Your Corner Fridge has been specially designed for use in the home, giving your
kitchen a new lease of life by taking over storage of all your fresh food, cooked food,
dry ingredients, drinks and more.
These operating instructions will help you use it properly and safely. We recommend
that you spend some time reading this user guide in order that you fully understand
the operational features it offers.
Read all the safety instructions carefully before use and keep this user guide for
future reference.
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Features
Storage Space
Your new Corner Fridge occupies a footprint of just 1 metre by 1 metre, making
extremely efficient use of corner space in your kitchen and providing you with the
equivalent storage space of five standard fridges, (or approximately the space of 2
American style refrigerators).
Keeping Food Fresh for Longer
Unlike traditional fridges, the air in your Corner Fridge circulates all the time. This
stops ‘air pockets’ forming which means it keeps your fresh food fresher for longer.
Lifestyle – saving time, money and energy
There is more room to store fruit, vegetables and salad which are going to stay
fresher for longer, so this means fewer trips to the supermarket, and less food waste.
With all your food in one place, it’s easier to see what you need to stock up on.
Flexible Space
The shelves are easy to adjust so you can put them just where you want them,
accommodating especially large items or greater quantities of food and drink at
certain times of year when you’re celebrating or perhaps batch cooking. There are
also a range of accessories to help you organise your space, wine racks for
example.
The new ‘larder’
Your Corner Fridge is also your larder, the perfect ‘cool, dry place’ for all your dry
ingredients, cereals and crisps. You can even store bananas and cut flowers but
beware, not all fruits are ‘fridge friendly’. See our website for hints and tips to keep
food fresh.
Green Living
The Corner Fridge is certified as A+ in the energy ratings and has the lowest noise
level and energy consumption in its class. The interior panels are ‘FoodSafe’; an
anti-bacterial and easy-clean surface. Alongside the infinitely variable thermostat,
the refrigeration unit is ‘self-tuning’ (after use), and automatically adjusts
performance making the unit one of the most powerful of its kind. Finally, the fridge
defrosts automatically and uses easy-clean charcoal filters.
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Specifications


Approximately 1200 litres capacity



Temperature range 3 – 18 °C



Height; 1948mm + Base



Depth; 583mm (left side 577mm, right side 573mm + 40mm air duct)



Width; 1005mm from each corner



Ventilation space under fridge; 100mm minimum



Ventilation space behind the fridge; 50mm



Sound level; 36dB / 28dB



Insulation 54mm polyurethane



Power consumption; 215 Kwh/Annum



Cooling agent; R600a



Cooling capacity; 390 W



Inverter Controlled Compressor



Automatic defrosting
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Things you need to know
Power Supply
It is important that prior to the assembly of your corner fridge, a 13amp earthed
socket is fitted on the right hand wall 800mm from the corner and 2200mm from floor
level. This will allow the refrigeration unit to be unplugged and removed through the
fridge door if any service requirements are needed in the future. Do not leave your
corner fridge permanently connected to an extension lead.
The Refrigeration unit requires a voltage of 220 -240V
Once the fridge is installed, leave it approximately 2 – 3 hours before it is plugged in.
This allows the oil to collect in the compressor after transport and installation.
Repairs are to be carried out by professionals, contact Corner Fridge for advice.
New Kitchen?
For convenience and smooth installation, it is strongly recommended that your
corner fridge is the first item to be installed prior to fitting the rest of the kitchen.
Please ensure that there are no pipes or wires situated behind the back or side
panels of the corner fridge.

Operating Temperature
The Corner Fridge will operate at optimum levels when the average room
temperature is below 27°C.
We recommend setting the fridge temperature to 5°C. This is the best temperature
for the widest range of foods.
Once installed, allow 3 hours for the refrigeration unit to settle before switching on
the fridge. It will take around 12 hours for food and drink to reach the set
temperature.
The temperature can be set between 3°C and 18°C.
There is no need to defrost your Corner Fridge. Please see the Maintenance section
for more information.
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Maintenance and Cleaning
Cleaning before use:
Wipe the inside of the unit and the door with a weak solution of bicarbonate of soda.
Then rinse with warm water using a sponge or a cloth. Wipe completely dry before
replacing wire shelves and door shelves.
Recommendations to keep your Corner Fridge clean and hygienic
Door Seal:
Once a month, wipe the door seal.
Outer Facings:
A neutral detergent product is recommended. Using other abrasive products
or cleaners containing bleach (even when highly diluted) are likely to harm the
surfaces over time.
Rinse and wipe dry after using a cleaning product.
Inner Facings:
Remove fridge contents
Use a sponge with a mild cleaning product added to warm water. Rinse with
warm water, and dry the inner cabinet thoroughly.
If disinfectant is used, ensure the area is rinsed with warm water and dried
afterwards.
Wipe the door seal and make sure it is dry before the fridge door is closed.
Switching off for long periods of time:
When the Corner Fridge is not in use for a long period of time, disconnect it from the
mains supply, empty all contents including shelves, clean and wipe dry the unit, and
leave the door ajar to prevent unpleasant smells.
Servicing:
The unit should be serviced by a qualified technician. Under no circumstances
should you attempt to repair the unit yourself. Repairs carried out by inexperienced
persons may cause injury or serious malfunction. Always contact a qualified
technician.
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Changing the internal Light with Sensor:
Replacement light units are available from Corner Fridge and should be replaced by
a qualified technician.
Disposal:
The refrigeration unit in the Corner Fridge should be carefully disposed of like any
other fridge. Up to date information concerning options of disposing of your old unit
can be obtained from you local council office.
Filter Cleaning: (takes approx 1 – 2 minutes)

Make space in front of the unit.

Locate the tab to remove filter.

Remove filter, use hoover with soft
brush to clean grill. Refit filter.

Remove the filter cover.

Keep filter flat and pull out gently.

Replace filter cover and fridge
contents.
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Health & Safety
For your safety and to reduce the risk of injury or electric shock, please follow the
safety precautions listed below.


Keep this guide for future reference



The Corner Fridge is intended for indoor use for the storage of food and drink.



Ensure the plug is easily accessi
accessible
ble to enable disconnection from the mains
supply.



If the mains cable becomes damaged, it must be replaced by a qualified
technician in order to avoid a hazard.



Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with or inside
the unit.



Keep ventilation grilles above and below the unit clear from obstructions.



Do not attempt to drill or fit items to the interior of the Corner Fridge.



Do not fit other refrigeration units other than those recommended by Corner
Fridge.

TO AVOID THE RISK OF AN ELECTRICAL SHOCK DO NOT ATTEMPT
REPAIRS YOURSELF

Warranty
UK Mainland
The Corner Fridge is supplied with a 2 years manufacturer’s warranty from the date
of delivery.
Outside UK Mainland
2 years parts warranty only.
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